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ABSTRACT: Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks are defined
as a collection of peers that expose client/server
functionalities simultaneously. P2P systems, built on
top of P2P networks, support information sharing primi-
tives and lookup mechanisms of data objects located
on peers. It has been demonstrated that the P2P para-
digm is able to efficiently capture models and, above
all, dynamics of modern applications, beyond limita-
tions of conventional produce/consumer paradigms.
Traditionally, P2P primitives and mechanisms have been
implemented by means of keyword-based search and
matching operations. Modern P2P systems require
more complex query functionalities, beyond capabili-
ties of DBMS-inspired models and algorithms. As a con-
sequence, the issue of efficiently querying the under-
ling P2P network is gaining momentum in the research
community. Indeed, querying P2P networks, which can
be in the unstructured and structure modes, plays a
critical role in next-generation P2P systems, as its per-
formance heavily affect the efficiency of the overall
system. Starting from these considerations, in this
paper we propose a survey on models, issues and al-
gorithms for querying unstructured and structured P2P
systems. We also put in evidence similarities and dif-
ferences of state-of-the-art proposals appearing in lit-
erature, with critical discussion, and we provide a rig-
orous taxonomy of P2P query strategies. Finally, we
complete our analytical contribution via highlighting fu-
ture directions in this research field.
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1. Introduction
Since the last decade, there is a growing interest for Peer-to-
Peer (P2P) Systems, mainly because they fit a wide number
of real-life applications. Digital libraries are only a significant
instance of P2P systems, but it is very easy to foresee how
large the impact of P2P systems on innovative and emerging
scenarios, such as e-government and e-procurement, will
be during next years.
P2P networks, the underlying infrastructure for P2P systems,
are natively built on top of a very large repository of data
objects (e.g., files), which is intrinsically distributed, frag-
mented, and partitioned among participant peers. P2P us

ers are usually involved in (i) retrieving data objects contain-
ing information of interest, like video and audio files, and (ii)
sharing information with other (participant) users/peers. From
the Information Retrieval (IR) perspective, P2P users (i) typi-
cally submit short, loose queries by means of keywords de-
rived from natural language-style questions (e.g., “find all
the music files containing Mozart’s compositions” is posed
through the keywords “composition” and “Mozart”), and (ii),
due to resource-sharing purposes, are usually interested in
retrieving as result a set of data objects rather than only one.
Based on such set of items, well-founded IR methodologies
like ranking can be successfully applied to improve system
query capabilities, thus achieving performance better than
that of more traditional database-like query schemes. Fur-
thermore, the above-described mechanism is “self-
alimenting” as intermediate results can be then re-used to
share new information, or to set and specialize new search/
query activities. In other words, from the database perspec-
tive, P2P users typically adopt a semi-structured (data) model
for querying data objects rather than a structured (data) model.
On the other hand, efficiently accessing data in P2P sys-
tems, which is an aspect directly related with the issues
above, is a relevant and still un-completely solved open re-
search challenge [1].
Traditional functionalities of first-generation P2P systems
are currently being extended by adding to their native
capabilities (i.e., file sharing primitives and simple lookup
mechanisms based on partial- or exact-match of search
strings) useful (and more complex) Knowledge
Representation and Extraction Techniques. Achieving the
definition of new knowledge delivery paradigms over P2P
networks is the underlying goal of this effort; in fact, the
completely decentralized nature of P2P networks, which
enable peers and data objects to come and go at will, allows
us to (i) successfully exploit self-alimenting mechanisms of
knowledge production, and (ii) take advantages from
innovative knowledge representation and extraction models
based on semantics, metadata management, probability etc.
All considering, we can claim that, presently, there is a
strength, effective demand for enriching P2P systems with
functionalities that (i) are proper of Information Systems (IS),
such as Knowledge Discovery (KD)- and IR-style data object
querying, and (ii) cannot be supported by the actual data
representation and query models of traditional P2P systems.
More specifically, knowledge representation and
management techniques mainly concern with the modeling
of P2P systems, whereas knowledge discovery techniques
(implemented via IR functionalities) mainly concern with the
querying (i.e., knowledge extraction) of P2P systems.
Following this trend, a plethora of P2P query techniques have
been proposed recently, each of them focused on covering a
particular/specific aspect of the knowledge extraction phase.
Indeed, query strategy used to retrieve information and
knowledge is the most relevant characteristic of any P2P
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system, manly from the database research perspective.
According to these considerations, in this paper we (i) provide
a taxonomy of P2P query strategies for both unstructured
and structured networks, and (ii) put in evidence similarities
and differences among the investigated techniques. This
taxonomy helps us to keep track of the large number of
proposals that have come up in the last years, and to support
future research in this leading area.

1.1. Paper Outline
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we provide a brief overview on unstructured and
structured P2P networks, which are both the focus of our
work. In Section 3, we provide a meaningful example of P2P
system, and highlight challenges and open issues of
querying such systems. In Section 4, we provide a
comprehensive survey on models, issues and algorithms
related to querying unstructured and structured P2P
networks, along with a rigorous taxonomy of P2P query
strategies. In Section 5, we propose a comparative analysis
of the investigated strategies, by also highlighting benefits
and limitations of techniques founding on them. Finally, in
Section 6, we derive conclusions and list future directions in
this research field.

2. Unstructured and Structured P2P Networks
First experiences of P2P systems, such as Gnutella [18],
KaZaA [26], and Napster [35], mainly focused on data
management issues on P2P networks, have been oriented
towards designing techniques for which sharing data objects,
and generating large communities of participant peers are
the most relevant goals. Under this assumption, two
reference architectures have gained a leading role for P2P
systems, each of them addressing two different ways of
retrieving data objects by querying: unstructured P2P systems
and structured P2P systems.
As regards unstructured P2P systems, there are three main
variants. In the first one (e.g., Napster [35]), a centralized
index storing a directory of all data objects currently available
on the P2P network is located in a certain peer, whose identity
is known to all the peers. When a participant peer pi receives

a request for a missing data object, it (i) performs a query
against the peer containing the centralized index in to retrieve
the name of the (participant) peer pj where the required data
object is stored, and (ii) re-directs the request towards pj. In
the second variant (e.g., Gnutella [18]), there not exists any
centralized index, as the latter can be source of failures, and
each participant peer needs to maintain only (i) information
about its own data for supporting data object lookups, and
(ii) information about its neighboring peers for routing
requests coming from other peers; given such a scheme, a
request for a missing data object is flooded from a peer pi
towards other peers via the neighboring peers of pi. In the
last variant (e.g., KaZaA [KaZaA, WWW]), peers connect to a
super-peer that builds an index over the data objects shared
by its set of peers. In addition to this, each super-peer keeps
information about neighboring super-peers in the system,
and queries are routed among super-peers. Scalability is
the most important drawback for unstructured P2P systems:
in fact, when the number of participant peers grows, the
described query mechanism can become very inefficient, as
flooding the P2P network for each data object request can
became (very) resource-intensive.
In structured P2P systems, all the available data objects are
indexed by a high performance indexing data structure (such
as Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs)) that is distributed among
participant peers. Some examples of P2P systems adhering
to such an architecture are: Chord [45], Content-Addressable
Network (CAN) [38], Tapestry [3], and XPath for P2P (XP2P)
[2; 3]. Compared with the previous class of P2P systems,
structured P2P systems introduce the important advantage
that, at query time, they do not flood the requests across the
P2P network, but, indeed, the required data objects are
quickly localized thanks to the distributed index. As a
consequence, structured P2P systems ensure high
performance. Nevertheless, an important limitation is
represented by the need of updating the distributed index,
particularly when highly-dynamic P2P networks are handled,
as dynamics of peers quickly modify the network topology
with a very high churn rate, which refers to the tendency of
peers to join and leave the network [21]. In other words,
structured P2P networks suffer of scalability issues.

Figure 1. A healthcare P2P system built on  top of distributed XML repositories
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3. Querying P2P Networks: Challenges and Open Issues
Figure 1 shows an example P2P system where (peer) data
repositories are stored in forms of XML files, what is a
common solution appeared recently. Specifically, we are
referring a P2P system focused to the healthcare context. In
such system, peers store information about hospitals and
medical services in a certain urban area, and other related
and useful information such as locations of airports and
train stations, time-tables of public services, hotels and
availabilities etc concerning with that area. Users of such
system are interested in retrieving (useful) knowledge by
means of XQuery-formatted queries over distributed XML
repositories.
As related to the problem of querying a P2P system like that
depicted in Figure 1, several challenges and open issues
can be identified. Among them, we list the following ones.

    • Schema-aware vs. schema-less query methods.
In a P2P network, data schemas may be available
or not. This poses different requirements and
problems concerning querying P2P data. For
instance, if schemas are available, then queries
can be posed accordingly, thus reducing many
NULL values and false positives. If schemas are
not available, then queries must be posed via
keywords mainly, so that different query strategies
capable of dealing with the lack of a fixed schema
need to be devised.

       • Integration issues in the presence of schemas.
If schemas are available, integration issues arise
accordingly, as the strongly distributed and
decentralized nature of P2P networks can cause
the phenomenon of having peers that store similar
information modeled according to even-very-
different schemas. This is a realistic bottleneck to
be considered, as it can be source of performance
decrease.

        • Network flooding. Network flooding refers to the
phenomenon of moving from a peer to another in
search for specific data objects. This phenomenon
can easily become unbounded in large and highly-
dynamic P2P networks, thus originating a great
number of hops and, as a consequence, introducing
excessive computational overheads that limit the
effectiveness of the overall search task. Usually,
query techniques for P2P networks aim at avoiding
network flooding, and bounding the number of hops
allowed during the search task.

        • Understanding the semantics of neighborhood.
Although very often neglected, the concept of
neighborhood is critical for querying P2P systems,
as it can affect query performance significantly.
Usually, neighboring peers of a given peer pi are
defined as those peers connected to pi directly, or
whose distance from pi is within a given threshold
E. This “algorithmic” vision needs to be revised. As
an example, exploiting semantics in order to model
the conceptual distance among peers is a promising
direction of research (e.g., [10]). Also, this approach
allows us to move from “traditional” queries, i.e.
queries looking for information content stored in
peers, to conceptual queries, i.e. queries looking
for  concepts stored in peers  (and  related
information content). Finally, semantics allows us
to definitively devise intelligent techniques for

    routing queries across peers, beyond actual
capabilities of DBMS-inspired solutions.

      • Query classes. Typical queries of P2P networks
are very simple, and mainly focused to keyword-
based search. Indeed, following innovative
requirements posed by novel and emerging
applications, there is a tough need for enriching the
class of queries supported by P2P systems. To give
examples, range-queries, k-NN queries and top-k
queries are relevant classes of queries that, if
embedded in P2P middleware, would allow us to
improve the knowledge processing capabilities of
P2P systems relaying on top of them.

      • Join queries. P2P users typically submit queries
involving multiple peer data repositories. This
because information is very often distributed,
whereas users wish to access information in a
centralized manner, in order to extract summarized
knowledge, e.g. useful for decision making. The
mechanism above is implemented-in-practice in
terms of join queries over distributed peer data
repositories. Join queries add to the actual result
all data objects located in distributed peers such
that these objects jointly satisfy a given set of
predicates. Contrarily to classical join queries in
distributed databases, in the P2P context these
queries introduce novel and unrecognized
challenges, such as the issue of defining the non-
blocking semantics in the presence of missing data
objects extracted from remote peers.

         • Dealing with imprecise/incomplete information.
Peers may store imprecise/incomplete information.
This because of the even-complex processes
according to which knowledge is produced,
processed and delivered across peers. The
presence of such kind of information imposes us to
consider innovative query models and algorithms
able to provide consistent answers to such
inconsistent information sources. Logic-based
approaches are promising directions of research
with respect to this specific goal.

Due to space limitations, it is not possible here to include all
challenges and open issues of interest for us. However, the
above-listed points can be considered, without loss of
generality, as the most relevant research challenges and
open issues of querying P2P networks.

4. A Taxonomy of P2P Query Strategies
It is well established (e.g., [47; 51]) that P2P systems are
mainly characterized by their proper query strategies allowing
us to retrieve useful knowledge in form of data objects (e.g.,
files). According to this vision, in this Section, we propose a
taxonomy of state-of-the-art P2P query strategies
(summarized results are shown in Table 1).

The first general classification distinguishes between
Keyword-based P2P (KbP2PS) and Object Identifier-based
P2P (OIDbP2PS) Systems, by looking at the atomic construct
they use to drive the search mechanism. In KbP2PS,
traditional keywords are used to drive the search through
peers, whereas, in OIDbP2PS, object identifiers are
implemented on peers to enhance query performance by
biasing the search towards specific sub-sets of peers (in
particular, due to the decentralized nature of  P2P systems,
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object identifiers are usually embedded into distributed
indexing data structures such as DHTs). It should be noted
that both KbP2PS and OIDbP2PS can be implemented on
top of either unstructured or structured P2P systems,
meaning that the search mechanism is independent by the
specific system topology, even if different performance are
achieved. Secondly, state-of-the-art proposals are classified
according to their query strategies that concern with how to
route (through peers) messages needed to answer queries,
thus retrieving information and knowledge.

4.1. Basic Search Techniques
Among the Basic Search Techniques (BST), the Breadth First
Search (BFS) is one of the most popular ways of supporting
query evaluation over P2P networks. In BFS, a peer pi
receiving a query message q from a sender peer pj first
forwards q to all its neighboring peers, other than pj, and
then searches its local repository for relevant matches.
Furthermore, if a peer pk reached by q finds a match in its
repository, it sends across the network the “hit” message
along with (i) the identifiers needed to download from it the
data objects of interest, and (ii) the state of its network
connectivity. Finally, if pj receives hit messages from more
than one peer, it may decide to download the retrieved
documents from peers on the basis of their network
connectivity states. BFS, which has been one of the first query
strategies implemented in P2P networks, such as in Gnutella
[18], KaZaA [26] and Napster [35], presents the advantage of
being very simple so that no excessive computational
overheads are introduced in the middleware software.
Contrarily to this, BFS performance is usually very poor due
to an inefficient network resources utilization that generates
a lot of service messages across the P2P network, and peers
with low bandwidth can become serious bottlenecks for such
search mechanism. However, equipping query messages
with the Time-To-Live (TTL) parameter, which determines
the maximum number of hops allowed for any query
message, can limit network flooding and sensitively increase
performance.

    Class Search Kind         P2P Query Technique

    BST KbP2PS                [Gnutella, WWW (18)], [KaZaA, WWW (26)], [Napster, WWW]

    RST KbP2PS                  [Kalogeraki et al., 2002 (24)], [Lv et al., 2002 (31)], [Tsoumakos and Roussopoulos, 2003b (48)]

    IST KbP2PS                  [Gen Yee and Frieder, 2005 (16)], [Meng et al., 2002 (33)], [Sripanidkulchai et al., 2003 (44)],

                                Zeinalipour-Yazti et al., 2005 (52)]
    SST KbP2PS                  [Galanis et al., 2003 (14)], [Gong et al., 2005 (18)], [Koloniari and Pitoura, 2004 (28)];

                                [Yang and Garcia-Molina, 2002 (50)]

    IndST OIDbP2PS              [Aberer, 2001 (1)], [Bonifati and Cuzzocrea, 2006 (2)], [Bonifati et al., 2004 (3)],
                                [Bremer and Gertz, 2003 (4)], [Clarke et al., 2000 (7)], [Crainiceanu et al., 2004 (8)],
                               [Crespo and Garcia-Molina, 2002 (9)], [Gibbons et al., 2003 (17)], [Gupta et al., 2003 (22)],
                                [Rhea et al., 2001 (39)], [Loo et al., 2004] (30), [Morpheus, WWW], [Ratnasamy et al., 2001 (38)],
                                [Sartiani et al., 2004 (42)], [Stoica et al., 2001 (45)], [Zhao et al., 2001 (54)]

   DIRT KbP2PS                   [Callan, 2000 (6)], [Gauch et al., 1999 (15)], [Ogilvie and Callan, 2001 (37)], [Xu and Callan,
                                1998 (49)]  SemST  KbP2PS [Cai and Frank, 2004 (5)], [Crespo and Garcia-Molina,
                                2003 (6)], [Cuzzocrea, 2005 (11)],  [Cuzzocrea, 2006 (12)], [Deerwester et al., 1999 (13)],
                                 [Golub and Loan, 1996 (19)], [Halaschek et al., 2004 (23)], [Halevy et al., 2003 (24)],
                                [Kokkinidis and Christophides, 2004 (27)], [Li et al., 2003 (29) ], [Nejdl et al., 2003 (36)],
                                [Salton and Buckley, 1990 (40)], [Salton et al., 1975 (41)], [Tang et al., 2003 (46)], [Zhang et al.,
                                2001 (53)], [Zhu et al., 2006 (55)]

                                                        Table 1. A taxonomy of P2P query strategies

4.2 Random Search Techniques
Random Search Techniques (RST) represent a simple-yet-
effective derivation from BST. Kalogeraki et al. [Kalogeraki et
al. [25] propose a significant extension to the “naïve” version
of BFS, called Random Breadth First Search (RBFS), which
consists in propagating the query message from a peer to a
randomly determined sub-set of its neighboring peers rather
than all of them. A setting parameter establishes how many
neighboring peers must be involved by the propagation of
the query message (e.g., if the parameter is equal to 0.5,
then the query message is propagated to half of all the
neighboring peers, chosen at random). The major benefit of
the RBFS approach consists in the fact that performance of
the BFS approach is dramatically improved yet ensuring low
computational overheads because of the random choice
does not require any global knowledge. On the other hand,
being RBFS a probabilistic technique, it could happen that
large segments of the P2P network are neglected by the
random choice, thus reducing the efficiency of the query task.
Lv et al. [31] present the Random Walkers Algorithm (RWA),
according to which each peer forwards the query message
(called, in this context, walker) to another of its neighboring
peers at random. To improve performance and reduce query
time, the original idea of using one walker only is extended
to the usage of k > 1 walkers, which are consecutively sent
from the sender peer. RWA resembles RBFS but, indeed, in
RBFS the query message is propagated to a sub-set of peers
instead that at only one for time (as in RWA); as a
consequence, in RBFS the number of service messages
across the P2P network can become exponential, whereas
in RWA such a number is bounded by a linear complexity
[31]. The Adaptive Probabilistic Search (APS), proposed by
Tsoumakos and Roussopoulos [48], is inspired from RWA
with the difference that in APS each peer pi implements a
local data structure that captures the relative probability of
each neighboring peer pj  to be chosen as the next hop for
future requests. Furthermore, while RWA forwards the
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walkers at random, APS exploits knowledge derived from
previous searches to model the behavior of walkers on a
probabilistic base. In [48], experimental results presented
by authors show that APS outperforms RWA.

4.3 Intelligent Search Techniques
Beyond the previous “basic” approaches, another line of
research aims at integrating intelligent techniques, perhaps
inherited from similar experiences in related-but-different
scientific disciplines, into the P2P middleware as to enforce
the quality of the search task. We name such a class of
proposals as Intelligent Search Techniques (IST). The
Intell igent Search Mechanism (ISM), proposed by
Zeinalipour-Yazti et al. [52], belongs to the latter technique
class, and represents a novel approach for supporting query
functionalities over P2P networks by (i) minimizing the
number of messages sent among the peers, and ( ii)
minimizing the number of peers that are involved for each
search request. To this end, ISM is composed by: (i) a Profile
Mechanism, according to which each peer builds a “profile”
for each of its neighboring peer; (ii) a Query Similarity
function, which calculates the similarity queries to a new
query; (iii) a Relevance Rank, which is a ranking technique
for peers that takes as input the (neighboring) peer profiles,
and produces as output a ranked list of (neighboring) peers
used to bias the search towards the most relevant peers;
and (iv) a Search Mechanism, which implements the ISM
search policy. In [52], authors show how ISM works well (i)
when peers hold some specialized knowledge about the
P2P environment, and (ii) over P2P networks having high
degrees of query locality; in these particular conditions, ISM
outperforms BFS as well as RBFS techniques. Other
techniques that can be classified as belonging to the IST
class are: the framework proposed by Gen Yee and Frieder
[16], which combines ranking techniques and metadata
management for efficiently supporting IR over P2P networks;
the Metasearch Engines by Meng et al. [33], mainly focused
on source selection and merging of results from independent
sources; the system proposed by Sripanidkulchai et al. [44],
which discriminates among peers based on their past
behavior in order to form communities of peers having similar
interests. The main limitation of IST is that, being usually
implemented inside the P2P middleware directly, they could
become resource-consuming and, in general, do not scale
well on large and dynamic P2P networks.

4.4 Statistics-based Search Techniques
Statistics-based Search Techniques (SST) are another
important result in the context of querying P2P networks:
they use some aggregated statistics to forward queries
towards a particular sub-set of peers; usually, statistics is
maintained by mining results of past queries. Techniques
belonging to such a class are: (i) the Most Results in Past
(>RES) heuristic, proposed by Yang and Garcia-Molina [50],
where query messages are routed to those peers that
returned the most results for the last m queries, being m a
technique parameter (it should be noted that, in this case,
the statistics employed is very simple being based on a
“quantitative” approach); (ii) Galanis et al.’s data summaries
and histograms [14], which are built on each peer by means
of data replication techniques, in order to exploit such
information at query time to bias the search towards the
most relevant peers; (iii) Gong et al.’sbloom filters [20], and
Koloniari and Pitoura’s multi-level bloom filters [28], which
are statistics-inspired compressed data structures able to
summarize the data of the neighborhood of a given peer,
and to guide query answering over P2P networks

over P2P networks by means of probabilistic algorithms.
Even if statistics allows the performance of certain kinds of
queries (e.g., range queries [22]) to be improved when
compared against traditional approaches, maintaining
summary data structures over P2P networks can become
very resource-intensive thus unfeasible in real-life scenarios.

4.5 Index-based Search Techniques
Index-based Search Techniques (IndST) efficiently exploit
the hierarchical nature of structured P2P networks, and
extensively use and take advantages from well-known data
indexing solutions coming from the RDBMS technology (e.g.,
B+-trees and R-trees). Among IndST proposals, we recall: (i)
Clarke et al.’s Freenet [7], which uses an intelligent indexing
scheme based on the Depth-First-Search (DFS) mechanism
to locate objects (note that Freenet has not been proposed
for the context of P2P networks properly, but, indeed, for a
general “anonymous” information storage and retrieval
system); (ii) Aberer’s P-Grid [1], which provides extensions
to traditional DHTs in order to efficiently support scalability,
which is recognized as one of the critical factors for P2P
systems; (iii) Ratnasamy et al.’s CAN [38], which employs a
d-dimensional Cartesian space to index resources on P2P
networks; (iv) Stoica et al.’s Chord [45], which uses a linear
space of identifiers forming a ring, being such ring exploited
to speed-up lookup operations over P2P networks; (v) Zhao
et al.’s Tapestry [54], mainly focused on supporting fault-
tolerant functionalities over large P2P networks; (vi) the hybrid
technique for building and maintaining local indices
proposed by Crespo and Garcia-Molina [9], that present three
different methods (namely, Compound Routing Index (CRI),
Hop-Count Routing Index (HRI), and Exponentially
Aggregated Routing Index (ERI)) which generate indexing
data structures able to store the “direction” towards relevant
documents over P2P networks, by exploiting original ideas
about routing protocols developed and tested in Arpanet;
(vii) Gibbons et al.’s IrisNet [17], which is an architecture for
supporting IR over P2P networks storing XML data indexed
by XPath expressions; (viii) the Locality Sensing Hashing
(LSH) technique by Gupta et al. [22], that propose using
horizontal partitions of relational tables and extensions to
the original DHT for supporting approximate range query
answering over P2P networks; (ix) the Bremer and Gertz’s
distributed indexes (namely, P-index, A-index, and T-index)
[4], which are oriented to build virtual XML repositories over
P2P networks by encoding global path information, and
efficiently support global query answering over them; (x) P-
Trees by Crainiceanu et al. [8], that propose augmenting the
DHT with B+-trees in order to support range query answering
on relational P2P databases; (xi) Loo et al.’s PierSearch
[30], which exports RDBMS features in an Internet-scale P2P
environment; (xii) Sartiani et al.’s XPeer [42], which is targeted
at XML data, and uses full tree-guides to perform query
evaluation; (xiii) XP2P, proposed by us in [2; 3], where
lightweight XPath expressions are encoded in few KB by
means of Rabin’s fingerprints in order to build a (lightweight)
distributed index for efficiently supporting lookup queries over
structured P2P networks. Just like SST, even if query
capabilities are improved and well-supported, also including
new paradigms that were missing in first-generation P2P
systems (such as range queries), IndST mainly suffer from
scalability limitations, and updating distributed indexes over
large P2P networks is still an open problem.

4.6 Distributed Information Retrieval Techniques
The Distributed Information Retrieval (DIR) approach [6; 15;
37;  49 ],  first proposed in contexts different from P2P systems,
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assumes that peers have a global knowledge of the system,
e.g. statistical knowledge about the content of each data
repository in the network, or intensional (i.e., schema-based)
knowledge as in [5; 22; 23; 36; 46]. By contrary, most of actual
P2P query techniques, which are the baseline for even-
complex P2P IR methodologies, assume that peers only
have a local knowledge of the system, e.g. knowledge about
their neighboring peers. This is mainly due to the fact that
Distributed Information Retrieval Techniques (DIRT), being
based on the assumption of holding (and maintaining) global
views of the system through peers, could become very
inefficient in large and dynamic P2P networks.

4.7 Semantics-based Search Techniques
Semantics-based Search Techniques (SemST) are the new
frontier in the context of querying P2P networks. Such
techniques aim at adopting formal semantics to both model
and query distributed resources over P2P networks, in order
to improve the capabilities of traditional resource-sharing
P2P systems. The first advantage of SemST is the amenity
of re-using and re-adopting well-founded results coming from
semantic models and query languages. Another advantage
consists in the possibility of meaningfully integrating query
techniques in P2P networks with leading new research trends
like Ontologies and Semantic Web. In literature, there are
very few proposals addressing the described research
challenges, since most papers are still focused on query
performances of unstructured and structured P2P systems.
However, it is expected that integrating semantics in P2P
networks will be one of the most relevant research topic for
next-generation data-intensive applications.
First, Crespo and Garcia-Molina propose the notion of
Semantics Overlay Networks (SON) [Crespo and Garcia-
Molina, 2003], which are an efficient way of grouping together
peers that share the same schema information. Therefore,
peers having one or more topics on the same thematic
hierarchy belong to the same SON. This approach well-
supports query routing as every peer pi can quickly identify
peers containing relevant information, namely the set N(pi),
by avoiding network flooding. Here, “relevant” means that a
certain semantic relation exists between information held in
pi and information held in peers belonging to N(pi). Such
semantic hierarchies are naturally represented (and
processed) via the Resource Description Framework (RDF),
by also taking advantages from several declarative languages
for querying and defining views over RDF bases, such as
RDF Query Language (RQL) [25] and RDF View Language
(RVL) [32]. In [9], authors demonstrate that SON can
significantly improve query performances while at the same
time allowing users to decide what content to publish in their
(peer) hosts, i.e. how to form a SON. The SON initiative heavily
influenced many P2P-focused research projects; among all,
some of them are centered on query routing issues in SON,
by meaningfully using the potentialities of RDF constructs:
RDFPeers by Cai and Frank [5], SemDIS by Halaschek et al.
[22], Piazza by Halevy et al. [23], Edutella by Nejdl et al. [36],
and Self-Organizing SON by Tang et al. [46]. All these
initiatives have in common the idea of propagating queries
across a (semantic) P2P system by means of semantics-
based techniques such as correlation discovery, containment
etc, mainly working on RDF-modeled networks of
concepts.Another significant proposal can be found in the
ICS-FORTH SQPeer Middleware [27], proposed by
Kokkinidis and Christophides, that, starting from the same
motivations of the SON initiative, propose more sophisticated
information representation and extraction mechanisms by

introducing (i) the concept of active RDF schemas for
declaring the parts of a SON RDF schema that are currently
of interest for a peer, via an advertisement mechanism, and
(ii) the concept of semantic query pattern relying on query/
view subsumption techniques that are able to guide query
routing on the basis of semantics.
A possible l imitation of SON is represented by the
overwhelming volume of messages that can be generated
for supporting data object replications on peers, as required
by SON design guidelines [10]. Thus, P2P applications
running on top of the SON-based model for query routing
incur excessive overheads on network traffic. An interesting
solution to this problem has been proposed by Li et al. [29]:
they suggest using signatures on neighboring peers for
directing searches along selected network paths, and
introduce some schemes to facilitate efficient search of data
objects. Signatures are a way of adding semantics to data,
by building a bit vector V; V is generated according to the
following two steps: (i) hash the content of a data object into
bit strings, said BS, and (ii) apply a bitwise OR operator on
BS. The so-built bit strings are used at query time by
performing a bitwise AND operation on the search signature
(i.e., the signature of the term used as search key) and the
data signature (i.e., the signature stored on the current peer).
In [29], authors show how some proposed flooding-based
search algorithms allow the signatures of the neighboring
peers to be efficiently exploited to enhance search results,
and, in addition to this, an extensive experimental part clearly
confirms the effectiveness of the neighborhood signature
technique in comparison with existing P2P content search
methods, including Gnutella [18], RWA [31], and the IndST of
the systems Morpheus [34] and OceanStore [39].
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), first proposed by Deerwester
et al. [13], is a state-of-the-art technique for supporting IR
from collections of documents. It is based on the Vector
Space Model (VSM), proposed by Salton et al. [Salton et al.,
1975], which represents a document collection as a term-
by-document matrix At´d such that each element of At´d is a
weight wij of the corresponding term ti in the specific
document dj; wij is computed by taking into account (i) the
term frequency tfij, which captures the local relevance of ti in
dj, and (ii) the inverted document frequency dfj, which models
a sort of global statistic knowledge about dj in the whole
document collection [41]. As opposite to the original VSM
approach, the main idea behind LSI is comparing user’s
queries and documents at the concept level (thus using
semantics) rather than on the basis of simple keyword
matching (as in VSM). In LSI, the VSM matrix At´d is factorized
by  the  Single Value Decomposition  (SVD) technique, first
proposed by Golub and Loan [19], which, unfortunately,
introduces an excessive computational cost when applied
on huge document collections, as studied by Zhang et al.
[53]. However, similarly to DIRT, LSI requires that each peer/
site holds global knowledge about the system, thus it
becomes ineffective for large P2P networks. A possible
solution to this problem can be found in the work of Zhu et al.
[55], that propose a novel query optimization scheme, called
Semantic Dual Query Expansion (SDQE), where the lack of
global knowledge is compensated by engaging ad-hoc query
optimization plans implemented on peers locally. SDQE is
in turn based on the Query Expansion (QE) technique, initially
proposed by Salton and Buckley [40],which consists in
refining user’s queries by adding to them other terms related
to those expressed by the original queries. Some works in
the context of DIRT (e.g., [15; 37; 49]) show that DIRT
performance can be improved thanks to QE. In other words,
SDQE  can be  just considered as a sort of advanced query
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engine for DIRT, which allows us to mitigate the requirement
of global knowledge posed by DIRT.
Finally, in [11;12], we propose an innovative semantics-based
framework for supporting KD- and IR-style resource querying
on large scale P2P XML repositories (e.g., those that one
can find in corporate B2B and B2C e-commerce systems).
In more detail, in [12], we propose (i) modeling both XML
repositories/documents and queries in terms of concepts
they express by means of formal reasoning flat models, like
lists, and hierarchical models, like graphs, and (ii) applying
ad-hoc knowledge extraction algorithms that efficiently exploit
such models. Basically, these intuitions lead to the definition
of the so-called Semantic Communities of Peers (SCoP),
which connect peers storing semantically-related
information, and are used at query time to efficiently extract
knowledge from peers. SCoP are built and maintained on
the basis of the analysis of results of past user’s queries
through the neighboring peers (i.e., the local knowledge),
without considering neither (i) any pre-fixed scheme, which
is usually set by the system author, and, thus, could not fit the
“real” evolution of the target, nor (ii) intensional models (i.e.,
schema-based reasoning), like in SON and SQPeer, which
do not take into account query result analysis. On the contrary,
in some sense, SCoP evolve naturally over time, according
to the analysis of query results, i.e. user activities against the
system, thus meaningfully taking advantage from the local
knowledge about neighboring peers. Specifically, algorithms
presented in [12] enhance the semantic expressiveness of
the reasoning task via exploiting the local knowledge given
by mining, according to some meaningful two-dimensional
abstractions, past (successful) query results flooded through
neighboring peers.

5. A Comparative Analysis of P2P Query Strategies
As demonstrated in Section 4, there is a wide and
heterogeneous literature on the issue of efficiently querying
P2P networks. In this Section, we provide a comparative
analysis of state-of-the-art query strategies for such networks.
Basically, BST and RST are the first experiences in this
research field. Search activities developed on top of these
techniques propagate the query message from a peer to
another one by flooding the network according to a spanning-
oriented approach. RST is different from BST in the fact that
it selects next peers to be accessed during query evaluation
at random. The main characteristic of these strategies
consists in assuming the lack of a global mediate
(data)schema among peers, so that it is not possible to
develop specialized search tasks taking advantages from
the a-priori knowledge about schemas (i.e., the knowledge
that can be retrieved at query time before to access the peer
database). On the other hand, although query performance
of these techniques is low, they do not require particular data
structures to be implemented on peers, so that the spatial
complexity is low accordingly.
IST can be regarded as the “natural” evolution of BST and
RST. In IST, search activities successfully exploit well-known
IR-inspired methodologies in order to extract knowledge from
peers, and bias the search towards relevant peers/segment-
of-the-network. Although query performance are decisively
improved with respect to the capabilities of BST and RST,
the main limitation of IST is represented by scalability issues,
as IR methodologies require complex data structures to
beimplemented on peers, and multi-step algorithms used
to retrieve knowledge.
SBT come from the wide literature on computing data
summaries from massive amounts of data sets, such as

histogram- and sampling-based synopsis data structures,
with the novelty of using these summarizing data structures
as a solution for biasing the search towards relevant peers.
In some sense, they overcome the original meaning of data
summaries, and propose using them as service data
structures exploited during query evaluation. However, due
to important limitations arising from incompleteness of peer
information, it still has not been proved the effective feasibility
of these query strategies on real-life P2P networks.
IndST are promising as founding on well-understood
indexing methodologies coming from RDBMS technologies,
which have been successfully applied since many years and
still represent effective and efficient solutions to the annoying
problem of accessing and querying massive data sets.
Performance is good on structured and schema-based P2P
networks. However, maintaining distributed indexes across
peers is a very problematic issue, which still demands for
efficient solutions. In addition to this, the problem of defining
specialized indexing data structures in high-rate P2P
networks is very attracting and will conquest the research
scene during next years.
DIRT are an attempt to re-use DIR methodologies for DBMS
in the context of querying P2P networks. Despite the main
idea is reasonable, the implementation of DIR techniques
on peers in their original versions poses important limitations
concerning both spatial and temporal complexities. In fact,
latest approaches aim at devising “optimized” versions of
these techniques, capable of dealing with innovative
requirements introduced by P2P networks.
Contrarily to the above-presented query strategies, in order
to discuss on SemST we must focus on specialized
techniques, since each technique introduces particular
features that demand for an ad-hoc analysis. Following this
assumption, here we consider four relevant techniques
belonging to the SemST class: SON [10], SQPeer [27], the
neighborhood signature technique by Li et al. [29], and our
technique [12]. With respect to the specific case of devising
a comparative analysis of SemST, the goal is to put in
evidence the semantic expressiveness of target techniques
by also looking at scalability and maintenance issues, which
play a critical role in large and dynamic P2P networks.
When compared against constructs and data structures of
SON and SQPeer, SCoP retain the important advantage of
being a “low cost” solution. In fact, while RDF schemas allow
the semantic expressiveness of the modeling and query
phases to be significantly improved (specifically, this amenity
is feasible thanks to the solution of declaring RDF views on
peer communities), system scalability results to be sensitively
reduced because of schema and view replication across
peers. Besides this, maintaining RDF schemas and views
can become very resource-intensive due to specific
properties of P2P systems, such as (quickly) changes in the
topology, and strong delocalization of peers. Contrarily to the
above case, SCoP are represented and managed in a very
efficient way, thus preserving network scalability, while at the
same time ensuring a higher semantic expressiveness, as
our framework [12] also supports the mechanism of defining
views over a single SCoP or a SCoP domain, in a similar
way to the SQPeer proposal.
When compared with the Li et al.’s neighborhood signature
technique, SCoP semantic expressiveness result to be
higher, as search mechanisms supported by neighborhood
signatures are efficiently but poor on the semantic level (in
fact, there is not any semantic-based computational model
besides simple bitwise operators), whereas update/
maintenance overheads are low in both techniques.
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6. Conclusions and Future Research Directions
Querying P2P systems, which in this paper has been
investigated as a fundamental task for supporting advanced
functionalities such as KD- and IR-style data and resource
extraction, is an important research challenge for the
Database research community, still asking for solutions
capable of capturing all the (complex) requirements posed
by such novel class of systems. As highlighted throughout
the paper, this challenge involves various aspects ranging
from representation and reasoning issues to maintenance
and query issues. At the same time, research topics
discussed in this paper play a leading role with respect to
the efficiency and the effectiveness of a wide range of modern
applications, which also have a relevant impact on day-to-
day real-life (e.g., e-government systems, e-procurement
systems etc). Given these considerations, we presented a
survey of models, issues and algorithms related to the
problem of efficiently querying P2P networks. Also, we
provided a meaningful taxonomy of state-of-the-art query
strategies for P2P networks that puts in evidence current
research trends in supporting information and knowledge
extraction in large, dynamic, data-intensive P2P systems.
Adding preferences into query languages seems to be the
next challenge for P2P research. By means of preferences,
users/applications can specify constraints over the final result,
thus designing new paradigms for information and
knowledge delivery over P2P networks. As an example, a
user could request the list reporting administrative data on
Central Europe suppliers that never sold parts in Italy, while,
at the same time, never imported parts from East Europe. In
order to efficiently support preference-aware query
functionalities, next-generation P2P systems must include
inside their query layers novel models and algorithms
capable of be aware about the concept “preference” on the
semantic plan as well as the query execution plan, thus
overcoming limitations of actual P2P query engines. A
possible solution could be obtained by integrating logical
models and languages with consolidated P2P query routing
algorithms, thus taking advantages in terms of flexibility and
expressiveness of both the query definition and evaluation
tasks.
Another interesting line of research for next-generation P2P
query techniques seems to be the probabilistic
dataprocessing init iative, which aims at embedding
probability models and schemes inside current data
representation and query evaluation solutions for P2P
networks. This would allow us to meaningfully extend the
capabilities of state-of-the-art P2P systems by (i) including
novel query paradigms, and (ii) providing support for the
querying of incomplete/inconsistent data and information
sources, which are very popular in very-large and highly-
dynamic P2P networks.
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